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The tagline “Great cheese comes from Happy Cows. Happy Cows come from 

California” was a major focal point in the success of California Cheese. The campaign 

has been so successful mainly because it was supported by a $33 million marketing 

budget, which could be used on expensive media outlets including television 

advertisements, magazine advertisements, radio spots, and outdoor billboards. The humor 

and laughter of the campaign took over the public eye and was overwhelming popular. 

The money was well spent on advertising because it helped identify a strong brand image 

that would encourage consumers to buy the cheese. The CMAB did an excellent job of 

promoting Real California Cheese and took an emotional approach to impact the minds 

of consumers. This new image was bold and unique and helped create a special 

relationship with not only California people, but even people from other states. 

 

The Real California Cheese certification mark plays a major role in the cheese 

market. The seal has been placed on many cheese packages, coupons, table tents and 

Web sites to ensure top- of –mind awareness or the certification mark. This makes a 



tremendous difference to the program because its exercising in-store merchandising. The 

mark was placed everywhere and the depth was unimaginable, which helped the increase 

of sales. 

 

 Advertising has played as major role in establishing the Real California Cheese 

image. The advertising efforts showed people that it is a natural product that was 

provided by healthy cows. This was the hardest thing to convince consumers about 

because it was important to be unique and not be like an average cheese brand in the 

market. They were faced with many constraints, but overcame them by finding the right 

target market and brand image that could be effective. The personality was created 

around humor and intelligent people who have fun loving personalities. The pros of this 

advertising approach are based on fun personality people that can develop a brand 

relationship with RRC through IMC techniques. Cons of the advertising approach include 

not being able to reach out to all demographic personalities. Not all people have the same 

personalities and sense of humor and this could hurt sales profit. I believe the campaign 

could be carried out. Sometimes the same humor quotes and messages can get boring 

over time. They need to somehow find a way to find a new modern approach like 

expanding on more social media sites.  

 

Public relations is all about building relationships and creating the flow of 

information between an individual, organization and public. CMAB has a job to enhance 

the image California cheeses working with constituent groups through a variety of public 

relation programs to create a well-known positive image for RCC in the market. 



 

Any stories that deal with the cheese including taste testing, food pairings and ingredient 

facts about the product can all be discussed about RRC. 

 

Different public relation angels used were recipe ideas for food publications such 

as Gourmet and Saveur as well as the food sections of major newspapers; wine and 

cheese pairings for wine magazines and stories about the industry’s success. The angles 

helped shape Real California Cheese overall brand image in the market. Many people of 

all demographics became aware and noticed of the logo with the help of these angles.  

 

The Real California Cheese website played a major role in reinforcing the 

message that the cheese is trying to get to the public. The home page shows the RCC seal 

and has the whole background of the website a wall of cheddar cheese. There are links to 

the “Happy Cows” television advertisements, nutritional information, interactive games 

and cheese pairings. The whole site resembles everything what Real California Cheese 

and gives customers a consistent message. The website plays a major role because it 

gives customers easy access for quick information on the cheese. It creates a special 

relationship that gets users to keep coming back for more that helps develop a 

relationship with RRC.  

 

I don’t think much more advertising or promotions need to be added by California 

Cheese, but I do think they can implement the humor and jokes through twitter. The 

twitter can keep us up- to- date on interesting facts of Real California cheese along with 



promotions and funny quotes that resemble Real California Cheese. This can help expand 

a wide range of people who are on twitter and interested about Real California Cheese. A 

lot of money is already spent through expensive media outlets including prime time 

television spots and magazines, so twitter would be a perfect way to make more people 

aware without costing big bucks 

 

 

 

 


